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Abstract
Attribute image manipulation has been a very active
topic since the introduction of Generative Adversarial Net-
works (GANs). Exploring the disentangled attribute space
within a transformation is a very challenging task due to
the multiple and mutually-inclusive nature of the facial im-
ages, where different labels (eyeglasses, hats, hair, identity,
etc.) can co-exist at the same time. Several works ad-
dress this issue either by exploiting the modality of each
domain/attribute using a conditional random vector noise,
or extracting the modality from an exemplary image. How-
ever, existing methods cannot handle both random and ref-
erence transformations for multiple attributes, which limits
the generality of the solutions. In this paper, we success-
fully exploit a multimodal representation that handles all
attributes, be it guided by random noise or exemplar im-
ages, while only using the underlying domain information
of the target domain. We present extensive qualitative and
quantitative results for facial datasets and several differ-
ent attributes that show the superiority of our method. Ad-
ditionally, our method is capable of adding, removing or
changing either fine-grained or coarse attributes by using
an image as a reference or by exploring the style distribu-
tion space, and it can be easily extended to head-swapping
and face-reenactment applications without being trained on
videos.
1. Introduction
In this paper we tackle the problem of adding, remov-
ing or manipulating facial attributes for either exemplar im-
ages or random manipulations, using a single model. For
instance, given a person A, our system could aim at im-
posing the haircut of person B, eyeglasses of person C, hat
of person D, earrings of person E, and randomly changing
the background and the color of the hair. Particularly, the
problem of manipulating multiple attributes has been coined
‘multi-domain image-to-image (I2I) translation’ [25, 8, 33].
Image-to-image translation methods have been tradition-
ally categorized in two groups: latent and exemplar ap-
Figure 1: Our model learns a full diverse manipulation for
multiple attributes using a single generator and keeping the
identity of the input. Note that the reference image does not
require to be aligned with respect to the input. Please zoom
in for better details.
proaches. Latent approaches [49, 2, 6] require sampling
from a distribution in order to perform a cross-domain map-
ping, that is, to explore the underlying latent distribution
and produce multimodal representations given a single in-
put. Conversely, exemplar-based approaches [40, 43, 11] re-
quire an additional image to condition the generation. There
have been some efforts [15, 23, 9] that tried to reconcile the
latent and exemplar approaches in a single and unified sys-
tem. However, they consider independent and inter-class
diverse domains.
Regarding facial manipulation, I2I translation ap-
proaches come with the additional constraint that some re-
gions of the image (e.g., background, clothes, etc) or fixed
characteristics of the face (e.g., eyeglasses, hats, etc) should
remain unaltered during the transformation. Vanilla Cy-
cleGAN [48]-based approaches traditionally alter the gen-
eral content and shift the colors of the input. To overcome
this undesired property, latent generative approaches [25,
12, 41] have proposed attention mechanisms [32], perform-
ing architectural changes and introducing tailored loss func-
tions into the training framework, thus obtaining impressive
results. Nevertheless, the transformations are mostly fine-
grained and do not perform well for more global transfor-
mations such as a change of identity or from short to long
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hair. Reference guided methods [47, 4, 42], on the other
hand, either work on low resolution scales or focus on the
same local texture transformation as in latent approaches.
Recently, StarGANv2 [9] was proposed as a variant for
multi-domain I2I translation. Nonetheless, it requires that
the multiple domains are not activated at the same time and
it does not perform well for fine-grained transformations.
In order to solve the aforementioned issues, we pro-
pose Semantically-guided Multi-attribute Image and Lay-
out Editing (SMILE). With SMILE, we split the solution of
this problem into two stages. Instead of dealing with com-
plex general and local transformations in the RGB space,
we first simplify the attribute manipulation by performing it
in the semantic segmentation space. Second, as the manip-
ulation happens there, an additional stage consists of driv-
ing the image synthesis via semantics in order to produce
photo-realistic RGB faces.
We enumerate our contributions as follows:
1. We propose a multi-attribute I2I transformation
method for both fine-grained and more global at-
tributes in the semantic space for both random and
exemplar-based synthesis.
2. We propose an extended version of StyleGAN2 [17] to
deal with semantic masks and per-region-styles either
to perform random or exemplar-based synthesis.
3. Even though we train our system with still images,
we qualitatively show that by only extracting the style
matrix of a single target image, it suffices to cre-
ate a controlled-by-attribute head-swapping or face-
reenactment video using a video in the wild frame by
frame.
We depict diverse facial manipulations in Figure 1, and
an overview of our system in Figure 2. Code source and
pre-trained models can be found in https://github.
com/affromero/SMILE.
2. Related Work
Recently, Image-to-image (I2I) translation has become
a very active topic thanks to the impressive advances in
generative modeling methods, and in particular, Genera-
tive Adversarial Networks (GANs) [10]. Several novel and
challenging problems have been successfully tackled with
this technique, e.g., multi-domain manipulation [8, 33],
style transferring [14, 24], image inpainting [44, 29], im-
age synthesis using semantic segmentation [30, 50, 22], im-
age content manipulation [31], exploratory image super-
resolution [27, 5], etc.
2.1. Facial Attribute Manipulation
Since the face is one of the most common, yet interest-
ing models, facial image editing has gained traction over
Domain-
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Figure 2: Overview of SMILE. We translate an image by
either taking as input a random style or target attributes into
the generator (we use a reference image in this example).
We first manipulate the semantic segmentation map, and
then we synthesize the output using both input and refer-
ence styles to produce a photo-realistic merge of the two
images.
the years [38, 37, 3]. Different works [8, 32, 20, 11] have
included facial attribute information as condition in GANs
to manipulate eyeglasses, mouth expression, hair and other
attributes with remarkable results. Due to the not mutually-
exclusive representation of facial attributes, multi-domain
methods have received quite some attention as a unified and
flexible way to deal with several domains. Nevertheless,
modeling each attribute as a domain requires having a fully
disentangled understanding for each attribute. We devel-
oped a system that (i) explores the modal representation in
the latent space and (ii) allows for exemplar imposition, e.g.,
imposing someone else’s eyeglasses or hair. Recently, there
have been some efforts [12, 33, 45] elucidating the former,
or the latter [11], yet the combination had not been achieved
yet.
We refer to facial object transfiguration as the problem
of extracting some specific information of person A’s face
and transplant it on person B’s face, e.g., make-up, eye-
glasses, smile, hair, etc. There are traditionally two different
groups of methods doing this: makeup transferring [6, 40]
and attribute manipulation [47, 4, 28, 42, 43, 11]. Make-up
transferring methods focus on localized texture mappings,
whereas attribute imposing methods are traditionally mod-
eled as binary problems using the presence or absence of
a selected feature. While the former allow for high resolu-
tion transformations and require exemplar images, the latter
normally operate at low resolution due to the intricate rep-
resentations of multiple attributes in the RGB space.
Recently, StarGANv2 [9] was introduced as an alterna-
tive for multi-domain facial attribute manipulation for both
random sampling and reference guidance. Nonetheless, as
we discuss in Section 4 the generalization capabilities of
StarGANv2 are compromised when training with different
and/or additional domains to Male/Female, and it also want-
2
ing when it comes to fine-grained transformations. More-
over, it was designed for mutually-exclusive domains such
as Male/Female and different kinds of animals.
Our method combines the best of the two worlds by us-
ing specific attribute imposition from exemplar images, or
exploring the latent space using a fully disentangled repre-
sentation.
2.2. Semantically-guided manipulation
Using semantic information for image synthesis is an
emerging field, in which using the semantic segmentation
as input, it aims at producing an RGB image that per-
fectly resembles the semantic regions in the input. Seman-
tic manipulation allows finer control of the resulting im-
age just by adjusting the input. To this end, inspired by
pix2pixHD [39], SPADE [30] introduced a specialized and
spatially-driven normalization block in order to deal with
the different masks in an up-sampling manner, producing
impressive results for high-resolution synthesis. However,
one critical issue about SPADE is the lack of control for
each resulting semantic region. Recently, SEAN [50] and
MaskGAN [22] modeled independent style representations
for each semantic region, and in the same vein as SPADE,
they introduce the semantic and style information combined
in a W space distribution through adaptive normalization
layers in the generator. It is worth to mention that both
SEAN [50] and MaskGAN [22] require an exemplar image
to perform the generation, and this is particularly critical for
attribute imposition as we would like to generate new con-
tent (e.g., hat, eyeglasses, etc) that can be hard to find in a
dataset.
To the best of our knowledge, there are two methods that
aim at performing image manipulation via semantic map-
ping: MaskGAN [22] and SegVAE [7]. MaskGAN uses a
Variational AutoEncoder [21] approach to perform manip-
ulations in an unsupervised way, i.e., to perform interpo-
lation between two semantic faces to strengthen the image
synthesis. Similarly, using a VAE-based approach SegVAE
performs more complex transformations such as adding and
removing attributes. It starts from an empty canvas that it
progressively fills in the desired regions of attributes. This
happens in a cascade fashion, that is, it generates semantic
images rather than manipulating existing ones. Our method
is very different from MaskGAN and SegVAE, as we can
manipulate attributes of real semantic maps with both a la-
tent space or images as reference. Moreover, we see Seg-
VAE as orthogonal to ours, since it could generate a seman-
tic map, which can be consequently manipulated by our pro-
posed system.
SMILE is akin to both SEAN and MaskGAN, yet by
leveraging StyleGAN2 [18] we extend the W latent dis-
tribution towards virtually any kind of style per semantic
region. We accomplish this by replacing the normalization
Methods Latent-guided Image-guided Mutually-inclusive Fine-grainedsynthesis synthesis domains mapping
CycleGAN [48] 7 7 7 7
StarGAN [8] 7 7 3 3
DRIT++& alike [23, 15, 26] 3 3 7 7
GeneGAN& alike [47, 4, 28] 7 3 7 3
MulGAN& alike [11, 43] 7 3 3 3
StarGANv2 [9] 3 3 7 7
SMILE (ours) 3 3 3 3
Table 1: Feature comparison with state-of-the-art ap-
proaches in I2I translation. SMILE successfully performs
both latent-guide and image-guide attribute transformations
for fine-grained or more global mappings in a mutually in-
clusive domain manner.
layers in the generator with semantically adaptive convolu-
tions (SACs), and by using an alternative training scheme
for both random generation (similar to StyleGAN2) and
exemplar-guided generation (similar to SEAN).
In summary, Table 1 provides a comparison of SMILE
with prior image-to-image translation methods.
3. Proposed Approach
Our main objective is to perform specific or global style-
guided transformations using only the domain informa-
tion as supervision. We argue that multi-domain exemplar
style imposition (e.g., wearing someone else’s sunglasses
or hair replacement) is a very challenging problem, which
normally is simplified by assuming mutually-exclusive do-
mains [9], or one model per domain [4]. To this end, with-
out simplifying this problem and inspired by recent devel-
opments in image synthesis [18], we develop our strategy in
two stages: Semantic Manipulation and Improved Region-
wise Semantic Synthesis.
3.1. Semantic Manipulation
First, we build a simple yet powerful multi-domain I2I
translation model using the semantic map. We rely on the
semantic information as it is simpler and rich enough to spot
and transform noticeable facial attributes like eyeglasses,
hats, earrings, hair, bangs and identity.
We build on top of StarGANv2 [9], and as depicted in
Figure 2 (left), our system is composed of several networks.
In order to perform unsupervised fine-grained and more
global translations, we rely on several key assumptions fur-
ther developed in Section 3.1.1.
3.1.1 Model
Let X r ∈ RH×W×M be the real image with M seman-
tic channels, for instance a mask with a parsing of the face
where each channel represents different regions. X r has as-
sociated N attributes yr ∈ N{0,1} : {yr0, · · · yri , · · · yrN−1}.
Importantly, we assume that for each possible attribute
3
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Figure 3: Qualitative results of the ablation experiments for semantic manipulation. We use reference images to perform
attribute transformation, i.e., for this visualization we transfer all the reference attributes to the input. Please zoom in for
detailed assessment.
yr in X r, there is one style associated sr ∈ RS :
{sr0, · · · sri , · · · srN−1}. In detail, if for any given image xi
that has 4 labels yi = (1, 1, 0, 1), then each attribute can
have different shape and color, namely style, so there are 4
style vectors (〈si〉): si = (〈s0〉, 〈s1〉, 〈s2〉, 〈s3〉), one latent
representation for each label. Note that we assume that the
absence of an attribute is also associated with a style distri-
bution, and not as a deterministic zero vector.
Our purpose is to use the domain information as guid-
ance for the style imposition. Particularly, for each domain
we assume there is a style distribution associated to pres-
ence and a different style distribution associated to absence.
Consequently, we can perform transformations (Xˆ) in both
directions: first using an image as reference by extracting
the style from the style encoder (S), and second, sampling
from the style distribution and processing it through the
mapping network (F). Formally, we define these two trans-
formations in Equation 1 and 2, respectively.
Xˆguided = G(Xr, S(Xref )yˆ) (1)
Xˆrandom = G(Xr, F(N (0, I))yˆ), (2)
WhereN (0, I) is a random vector sampled from the normal
distribution. Note that these transformations require the se-
lection of the presence or absence of domains (yˆ) in each
style mapping S and F.
3.1.2 Training Framework
In this section we explain in detail our method to work with
either inclusive or exclusive domains, and also fine-grained
or coarsed transformations.
First, as each domain has two style distributions, we use
the domain information in form of multi-task learning to
inject the desired style representation into the generator.
The resultant style is a weighted concatenation of all the
attributes. Second, we replace the AdaIN and convolution
layers with modulated convolutions [18], and we discuss
this architectural change in Section 4. Third, we propose a
novel training scheme critical for the success of the training
stability.
During the forward pass, we first sample a noise vector
(N (0, I)) and shuffle the real domain labels (yˆ) in order
to generate a mapping latent vector (sˆ) that is fed to the
generator. The random style is defined in Equation 3.
sˆ = F(N (0, I) )yˆ (3)
For the Discriminator, Mapping Network, and Style en-
coder, we use multi-task learning on the active domains, and
ignore the optimization for the zero-domain vectors.
Fake images are produced as xˆ = G(x, sˆ). In contrast to
StarGANv2, we only require one reconstruction step. We
define the style reconstruction loss in Equation 4.
Lsty = minG,S
[‖sˆ− S(G(x, sˆ))yˆ‖1] (4)
To further encourage the diversity across the transforma-
tions, we follow the same pixel-wise style diversification as
in StarGAN2. See Equation 5 for the style diversification
loss.
Lsd = maxG [‖G(x, sˆ))−G(x, sˆ
′))‖1] (5)
They key ingredient to stabilize our system relies on the
reconstruction loss. As we are only learning S parame-
ters using Equation 4, and we need to align the style en-
coder for both real and fake images, for the reconstruction
loss we simply detach the weights from the graph. With
this strategy we force the two distributions S and F to be
aligned. We found this trick to be crucial in the overall
training framework. Therefore, the real style has the form of
s˜ = detach(S(x)yr ), and we define this loss in Equation 6.
Lrec = minG [‖x−G(G(x, sˇ), s˜)‖1] (6)
As usual, we use the adversarial loss (Ladv) to produce
photo-realistic images. We follow the same adversarial loss
and regularizer as in StarGANv2.
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Our full loss function is defined in Equation 7.
L =Ladv + λrecLrec + λstyLsty + λsdLsd (7)
where each λ represents the relative importance within the
system.
3.1.3 Experimental Setup
We build our system for 256 × 256 image size. However,
with enough computational time, we found that it can be
easily extended to higher resolutions by keeping the same
number of parameters.
For all our experiments we set λrec = 1.0, λsty = 1.0,
and λds = 20.0. We train our system during 200,000 iter-
ations using a single GPU Titan Xp with a batch size of 6,
and Adam Optimizer [19].
Please refer to Appendix A for more details about the
networks.
3.2. Improved Semantic Image Synthesis
In order to map from semantic regions to an RGB image,
we use our semantically guided image synthesis method to
perform the corresponding generation either by using an ex-
emplar image or exploring the latent space.
Current methods [38, 37, 1] that use StyleGAN [17] for
image manipulation, latent disentanglement or image pro-
jection have to go through several steps: (i) train StyleGAN
until convergence, (ii) study the latent space to produce
meaningful yet visible disentangled representation which
usually involves more training stages, and (iii) optimize the
latent space for a reference image. We propose a method
that only requires training until convergence, and during in-
ference both the latent space manipulation and image recon-
struction can be efficiently and effectively achieved.
3.2.1 Model
Recently, SEAN [50] and MaskGAN [22] haven been pro-
posed as strong alternatives for the generation of images us-
ing layout references by disentangling each style to each
semantic region. However, the generation suffer from being
tied to an exemplar image. In a similar direction, Style-
GAN2 [18] is the current state-of-the-art for image gen-
eration. Inspired by Hong et al. [13] and SEAN, we re-
place StyleGAN2 modulated convolutions (ModConv) with
improved semantically region-wise adaptive convolutions
(SACs). Let w be the kernel weight, h the input features
of the convolution, s the condition information, and σE the
standard deviation also known as the demodulating factor,
we define SACs in Equation 8.
ModConvw(h, s) =
w ∗ (sh)
σE(w, s)
⇔ s ∈ R1×C×1×1
SACw(h, s) =
w ∗ (s h)
σE(w, s)
⇔ s ∈ R1×C×H×W , (8)
where,
s = αwSM + (1− αw)M,
where SM is the per-region style matrix, which can be
either extracted from an image or sampled from a gaussian
distribution, M is the required semantic mask, and αw is a
learned parameter that weights for the relative importance
of each element at each layer of the network. This equation
can also be seen as the SEAN [50] gamma factor. Please
see [13] for further details on the mathematical development
of Equation 8.
3.2.2 Training Framework
To couple this proposed scheme with the StyleGAN2 train-
ing framework, we propose an alternate scheme training.
First, we update the generator (G) and discriminator (D)
for random generation as in StyleGAN2. Second, in addi-
tion to the generator and discriminator we also update an
style encoder network (S) for exemplar-guided synthesis.
For simplicity, we show the loss function for the generator
during the reference synthesis in Equation 9. To this end, let
x and m be the real image and its corresponding semantic
map, respectively.
Lfeat = min
G,S
T−1∑
i=1
1
Ni
[
‖D(i)k (x)−D(i)k (G(m,S(x,m)‖1
]
Lreference = Ladv + λfeatLfeat (9)
where T is the total number of layers in the discriminator,N
is the number of elements in each layer, and λfeat and λpt
represents the importance of the feature matching loss [39],
and it is set to 10.
Note that the feature matching loss is only required for
the reference update.
3.2.3 Experimental Setup
The generator uses the semantic maps as starting point for
the image synthesis. Instead of starting from a constant rep-
resentation as in StyleGAN, and as the semantic segmen-
tation information represents the high-level information of
the data, we do not have to start the generator network from
as low as 4 feature maps. Instead, we empirically found that
starting from 8×8 yields a better performance. Please refer
to Appendix C.1 for this experiment.
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CelebA-HQ [16] — Latent Synthesis
Pose↓ Attributes↑ Reconstruction↑ Perceptual
Roll Pitch Yaw AP F1 mIoU FID↓ Diversity↑
Baseline [9] - RGB 2.952 ± 0.856 16.900 ± 6.264 29.331 ± 8.134 0.795 ± 0.092 0.797 ± 0.079 0.964 ± 0.012 81.945 ± 24.276 0.018 ± 0.008
(A): Baseline [9] - SEM 2.359 ± 0.678 13.520 ± 4.476 15.424 ± 6.432 0.889 ± 0.062 0.884 ± 0.051 0.994 ± 0.001 61.015 ± 22.235 0.382 ± 0.014
(B): + Detaching Style 2.732 ± 0.681 18.172 ± 4.500 17.626 ± 7.250 0.940 ± 0.039 0.928 ± 0.038 0.987 ± 0.003 46.797 ± 14.204 0.395 ± 0.013
(C): + Modulated Conv 2.683 ± 0.792 18.628 ± 6.243 10.553 ± 2.560 0.965 ± 0.028 0.953 ± 0.027 0.986 ± 0.002 48.123 ± 14.759 0.390 ± 0.013
(D): + Weighting Classes 2.589 ± 0.684 15.082 ± 4.097 11.286 ± 1.983 0.960 ± 0.031 0.946 ± 0.032 0.989 ± 0.002 43.151 ± 15.527 0.399 ± 0.020
Table 2: Quantitative contribution of each component of our system for Latent Synthesis manipulation. Each row depicts
cumulative addition of each stage with respect to the baseline method. ↓ and ↑ mean that lower is better and higher is
better, respectively. Note that Diversity computes the LPIPS perceptual dissimilarity across different styles for a single input,
therefore higher is better.
CelebA-HQ [16] — Reference Synthesis
Pose↓ Attributes↑ Reconstruction↑ Perceptual
Roll Pitch Yaw AP F1 mIoU FID↓ Diversity↑
Baseline [9] - RGB 2.472 ± 0.726 14.691 ± 3.987 31.071 ± 15.769 0.811 ± 0.086 0.806 ± 0.077 0.971 ± 0.012 72.910 ± 18.961 0.214 ± 0.051
(A) Baseline [9] - SEM 2.011 ± 0.698 10.811 ± 4.247 13.765 ± 7.567 0.899 ± 0.063 0.887 ± 0.060 0.994 ± 0.001 65.863 ± 26.084 0.136 ± 0.058
(B) + Detaching Style 2.277 ± 0.595 16.362 ± 4.304 14.952 ± 5.364 0.919 ± 0.047 0.909 ± 0.043 0.987 ± 0.003 53.298 ± 23.361 0.132 ± 0.057
(C) + Modulated Conv 2.182 ± 0.652 17.142 ± 6.113 9.117 ± 1.280 0.943 ± 0.031 0.930 ± 0.029 0.986 ± 0.002 52.327 ± 23.352 0.111 ± 0.064
(D) + Weighting Classes 1.948 ± 0.450 13.225 ± 3.428 9.439 ± 1.826 0.942 ± 0.030 0.928 ± 0.031 0.989 ± 0.002 50.257 ± 24.735 0.129 ± 0.083
Table 3: Quantitative contribution of each component of our system for Exemplar Image manipulation. Each row depicts
cumulative addition of each stage with respect to the baseline method. ↓ and ↑ mean that lower is better and higher is
better, respectively. Note that Diversity computes the LPIPS perceptual dissimilarity across different styles for a single input,
therefore higher is better.
Given current computational limitations to fully train
StyleGAN2, we train our system during 300,000 iterations
(roughly 3 weeks) using a single GPU Titan Xp with a batch
size of 4 and image size of 256.
Please refer to Appendix A for more details about the
networks.
3.3. Datasets
Semantic Manipulation We validate our semantic ma-
nipulation method in CelebA-HQ [16] that consists of mul-
tiple facial attribute labels. Since we are tackling semantic
manipulation, we selected 6 visible attributes that were not
related to facial texture: eyeglasses, hat, amount of hair,
bangs, earrings and identity1. For the semantic segmenta-
tion labels, we use the ones provided by CelebA-Mask [22].
Semantically Image Synthesis Since the semantically
image synthesis does not require having access to labels,
we validate this part of the system using FFHQ [17].
3.4. Evaluation Framework
For our entire system we study independent perfor-
mances under two circumstances: generation by latent
space and generation by exemplar images. Since our pro-
posed solution lies in a unexplored area, the evaluation of
1As binary gender might be a sensitive topic, we refer to identity as the
Male/Female label in the CelebA-HQ dataset.
semantic segmentation manipulations is challenging and it
does not have a standard benchmark in the literature. There-
fore, we first evaluate the Semantically Image Synthesis ap-
proach, and use this model to generate RGB from the Se-
mantic Manipulation approach and thus evaluate it using
standard metrics.
Semantically Image Synthesis As it is common for im-
age synthesis, we report the Fre´chet Inception Distance [35]
(FID), and the Perceptual Similarity Score (LPIPS) [46] as a
measure of dissimilarity across transformations (Diversity).
We strictly follow the same evaluation framework proposed
in StyleGAN2 for FID. Since we have to use real semantic
annotations for the evaluation protocol, we use 10.000 sam-
ples (the entire test set of FFHQ) to compute the FID score.
For Diversity we generate 10 different samples from a sin-
gle semantic input, and compute the LPIPS score across
each pair, for all possible pairs. In our case, LPIPS score
is associated to diversity rather than similarity.
Semantic Manipulation There are two main aspects we
consider for the proper evaluation of our system: the trans-
formation mapping must resemble the pose of the person
and the image must contain the target attributes. To this
end, we use an off-the-shelf pose estimator [34] (HopeNet)
and use the training set of CelebA-HQ to train an attribute
classifier using MobilenetV2 [36]. For the entire CelebA-
HQ test set, we manipulate each image using an specific
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Figure 4: Ablation experiments for image synthesis. We progressively add ablation experiments to the baseline [18] in order
to present our system in the last column. Upper and bottom parts of the figure shows qualitative results for random sampling
and projection reconstruction, respectively. We show the input semantics and reference images in the bottom corners of each
image. Zoom in for better details.
attribute and keeping the others unaltered (for instance
only male ↔ female), and we perform 10 transformations
per image. We then extract the average Yaw, Pitch and
Roll using HopeNet, and the average attribute scores using
MobilenetV2, and compute the Root-Mean Squared Error
(RMSE), Average Precision (AP) and F1 score between the
test set and generated images per attribute, for the entire set
attributes. Furthermore, under the same protocol, we also
report the FID between the training set and generated im-
ages for each attribute. In addition to FID, we compute the
perceptual Diversity metric across each image in the test
set and 10 different transformations. For both perceptual
metrics, we follow the same validation protocol as in Star-
GANv2. Furthermore, we also report the mean Intersection
over Union (mIOU) over the input image and the recon-
structed cycle image. (Equation 6).
4. Discussion
In this section we discuss in detail the aspects that
strengthen our method. We depict in Figure 3 and 4, and
quantitatively evidence in Table 2, 3 and 4 each part of our
system. Each change is made in a cumulative way start-
ing from the baseline. Note that the numbers reported in
Table 2 and 3 are the average scores for the 8 different at-
tribute manipulations. To this end, we report the standard
deviation for each score. Please refer to Appendix for a
detailed table for each attribute manipulation.
4.1. Semantic Manipulation
By using the state-of-the-art method [9] in multi-domain
image manipulation as baseline, we first extend it to deal
with multiple mutually-inclusive domains. For this, we ap-
ply the concatenation of all the target styles as an input in
addition to the RGB image. As Figure 3 shows and Ta-
ble 2 indicate, the baseline using RGB completely fails at
this task, i.e., it does not generalize well to different do-
mains. Interestingly, we empirically found that StarGANv2
struggles when trained in a one domain framework differ-
ent than Male/Female. We hypothesize that it is due to the
fact that the style encoder extracts general characteristics of
the entire image and because of the lack of supervision it
cannot focus on fine-grained styles. In order to circumvent
this problem, we instead use the semantic information as
input, and better perform manipulations in this space (A).
This change leads to cleaner and sharper transformations
that better approximates the desired domain.
Moreover, we found that (B) by disabling the gradients
of the style encoder during the reconstruction pass, it is suf-
ficient for the overall training framework and reduces the
training time by half. Our rationale is as follows: as we are
injecting a random style through the mapping function, and
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FFHQ [17]
Experiment Latent Synthesis Reference Synthesis Training Time [days]FID↓ Diversity↑ Runtime [s/img] LPIPS↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ RMSE↓ Runtime [s/img]
StyleGAN2 [18] 15.152 - 0.03 - - - - 120 2.5
(A) + masks 24.12 0.08 ± 0.03 0.06 - - - - 180 3.8
(B) + style matrix 13.08 0.42 ± 0.04 0.13 - - - - 210 9.4
(C) + encoder 16.99 0.43 ± 0.03 0.13 0.22 ± 0.06 18.19 ± 2.84 0.19 ± 0.04 0.13 ± 0.03 0.13 ± 0.04 17.5
Table 4: Quantitative evaluation of our system in image synthesis under different configurations, and in comparison with the
baseline.
the style encoder learns to reconstruct it, then we can as-
sume that after enough iterations the style encoder extracts
the corresponding style from the real image.
Simplifying our system for the semantic space brings the
problem of losing the texture information. We found that
using Adaptive Instance Normalization layers (AdaIN [14])
it deforms the input’s image pose, in particular Yaw, dur-
ing the transformation, and yet it still minimizes the pro-
posed formulation in Equation 7. Therefore, we noticed
that (C) conditionally modulating the weights of the con-
volutions [18] alleviates this issue and the output resembles
the pose of the input.
Furthermore, As we assumed equal dimensionality con-
tribution per domain, transformations produced in stage (C)
are not diverse enough across domains. By closely inspect-
ing the resultant images we found that the identity domain
is the least diverse in spite of being the most abstract and
the one that models the biggest part of the image (for in-
stance facial structure, clothes, hair style, etc). To this end,
we weighted the identity domain to have more representa-
tion in the final latent vector with respect to the others (D),
so this domain has a bigger impact than other domains (e.g.,
eyeglasses, bangs, etc) in the reconstruction style loss, and
it can consequently produce more diverse transformations.
This change of dimensionality for the identity domain is in-
spired in an observation from the semantic space. Most of
the selected domains have one specific corresponding chan-
nel in the semantic space that facilitates the style encoding,
yet it is not the case for the identity.
Additionally, to further assess a quantitative disentan-
gled level of the manipulations, we studied how each in-
dependent transformation affects the unaltered attributes.
We accomplished this feat by computing Precision and Re-
call curves over each manipulation. Please refer to Ap-
pendix B.1 for the generated curves.
4.2. Semantically Image Synthesis
StyleGAN2 [18] is the state-of-the-art method in image
synthesis. Using this method for disentangled representa-
tions or modifying an existing image is challenging and nor-
2We report the StyleGAN2 FID for a model trained with batch size 4
and 300,000 iterations. It is possible that this result does not match with
the one reported in the original paper.
mally involves different post-processing techniques. In or-
der to modify StyleGAN2 backbone to be able to perform
both disentangled representations in the semantic space and
modify existing images, we progressively introduce differ-
ent subtle but critical changes to the architecture. See Fig-
ure 4 and Table 4 for qualitative and quantitative ablative
comparison, respectively.
To overcome the semantic injection into the StyleGAN2
pipeline, we replace all the Modulated Convolutions by
SAC layers (Equation 8). For the first experiment, (A) we
only generate random images using the semantic map in a
SPADE [30] fashion, which implies that there is not enough
diversity in the generation. Next, inspired in SEAN [50],
(B) we use the full style per-region matrix in conjunction
with the segmentation mask to generate diverse images con-
trolled by random noise in each region. Finally, in order to
take full advantage of the StyleGAN2 training framework,
and incorporate a new style encoder, (C) we train our system
in an alternate way producing thus random and original im-
ages, respectively. As a result of the alignment between the
mapping random style and style encoder, we encountered a
trade-off in the performance. This trade-off is expected due
to the random nature of the latent sampling, as the mapping
network can receive very different styles for skin, neck, and
ears for example, which is not the case for the reference
synthesis. Our proposed system compares favorably with
StyleGAN2 yet does not require a post-optimization pro-
cess for image projection.
5. Other applications
One important drawback of face-swapping or deep fakes
videos is that the target face must match the entire face of
the source, which produce an unpleasant feeling by fitting
the content of the target into the source. Instead of face-
swapping, with SMILE, We found that the style matrix ex-
tracted from a single image is a strong basis for head swap-
ping (modifying the source content with respect to the tar-
get) and also for face reenactment (see Figure 5). Please
refer to Appendix D for more qualitative results.
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Figure 5: Qualitative visualizations for SMILE. These images highlights the full transformation framework. First, we ma-
nipulate the semantic input with respect to the style reference. Second, for both reference and random sampling we keep the
same style matrix and the video generation is driven by the semantic feed. Note that upper and lower figures share the same
semantics (left bottom corner of each image). Remarkably, we do not train our system using video information.
6. Conclusions
We introduced SMILE, a method for multi-attribute
image-to-image translation using random sampling or im-
age guiding reference. We extensively show that our
method outperforms previous state-of-the-art baselines
StarGANv2 [9] and StyleGAN2 [17] for both image ma-
nipulation and image synthesis.
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A. Network Architectures
In Table 5, 6 and 7, we describe our networks for the
semantic manipulation stage. Similarly, Table 8, 9, and 10
shows the description for the image synthesis stage. For the
latter, we bypass the description of the discriminator as it is
a copy of the StyleGAN2 one. For both stages, and in or-
der to maintain both environments as unaltered as possible,
we use the same training hyperparameters (Adam Beta opti-
mizers and learning rates) as in the corresponding baselines
StarGANv2 and StyleGAN2, respectively.
B. Additional Results for Semantic Manipula-
tion
In this section we present additional results for the se-
mantic manipulation. We report FID, LPIPS, F1, AP, and
other metrics reported in the main paper for each attribute
manipulation.
In Table 11 and 12, we show quantitative evaluation for
each attribute independently. Not surprisingly, Male and
Female attributes are easier manipulations than hat and ear-
rings. We set a benchmark for the evaluation of this manip-
ulation.
Figure 6, 7, 8 9 10 11 and 12 depict qualitative visual-
izations for each attribute independently.
B.1. Semantic Manipulation Disentanglement
Furthermore, to study the disentanglement during the
transformation, we compute Precision vs Recall curves for
each attribute manipulation (see Figure 13 and 14).
C. Additional Results for Image Synthesis
C.1. Semantic mask input size
We study the influence of the mask size as starting point
of the generator synthesis (see Table 13).
D. Face Reenactment
Face Reenactment results are possible with a slight mod-
ification of our system. In this case, there are no domains,
so we entirely rely on the transformation of certain regions
of the face and keeping unaltered those regions do not re-
lated to the puppeteering. In Figure 15 we show qualitative
results.
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Part Input→ Output Shape Layer Information
Down-sampling
(256, 256,Nmask)→ (256, 256, 32) Conv2d(dim out=32, kernel=3, stride=1, padding=1)
(256, 256, 32)→ (128, 128, 64) Residual Block: IN, LReLU, Conv2d(64, 4, 2, 1), AvgPool2D
(128, 128, 64)→ (64, 64, 128) Residual Block: IN, LReLU, Conv2d(128, 4, 2, 1), AvgPool2D
(64, 64, 128)→ (32, 32, 256) Residual Block: IN, LReLU, Conv2d(256, 4, 2, 1), AvgPool2D
(32, 32, 256)→ (16, 16, 512) Residual Block: IN, LReLU, Conv2d(256, 4, 2, 1), AvgPool2D
(16, 16, 512)→ (8, 8, 512) Residual Block: IN, ReLU, Conv2d(256, 3, 1, 1), AvgPool2D
(8, 8, 512)→ (8, 8, 512) Residual Block: IN, LReLU, Conv2d(256, 3, 1, 1)
(8, 8, 512)→ (8, 8, 512) Residual Block: IN, LReLU, Conv2d(256, 3, 1, 1)
Up-sampling
(8, 8, 512)→ (8, 8, 512) LReLU, ModulatedConv2d(256, 3, 1, 1
(8, 8, 512)→ (8, 8, 512) LReLU, ModulatedConv2d(256, 3, 1, 1)
(8, 8, 512)→ (16, 16, 512) LReLU, NearestUp, ModulatedConv2d(128, 3, 1, 1)
(16, 16, 256)→ (32, 32, 256) LReLU, NearestUp, ModulatedConv2d(128, 3, 1, 1)
(32, 32, 256)→ (64, 64, 128) LReLU, NearestUp, ModulatedConv2d(128, 3, 1, 1)
(64, 64, 128)→ (128, 128, 64) LReLU, NearestUp, ModulatedConv2d(64, 3, 1, 1)
(128, 128, 64)→ (256, 256, 32) LReLU, NearestUp, ModulatedConv2d(32, 3, 1, 1)
(256, 256, 32)→ (256, 256,Nmask) ReLU, ModulatedConv2d(Nmask, 3, 1, 1)
Table 5: SMILE Semantic Manipulation Generator network architecture. As we use the CelebA-Mask dataset [22], we
set Nmask to 19.
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Layer Input→ Output Shape Layer Information
Input Layer (256, 256,Nmask)→ (256, 256, 64) Conv2d(dim out=64, kernel=3, stride=1, padding=1), LReLU
Hidden Layer (256, 256, 64)→ (128, 128, 128) Residual Block: LReLU, Conv2d(128, 3, 1, 1), AvgPool2D
Hidden Layer (128, 128, 128)→ (64, 64, 256) Residual Block: LReLU, Conv2d(128, 3, 1, 1), AvgPool2D
Hidden Layer (64, 64, 256)→ (32, 32, 512) Residual Block: LReLU, Conv2d(128, 3, 1, 1), AvgPool2D
Hidden Layer (32, 32, 512)→ (16, 16, 512) Residual Block: LReLU, Conv2d(256, 3, 1, 1), AvgPool2D
Hidden Layer (16, 16, 256)→ (8, 8, 512) Residual Block: LReLU, Conv2d(512, 3, 1, 1), AvgPool2D
Hidden Layer (8, 8, 512)→ (4, 4, 512) Residual Block: LReLU, Conv2d(512, 3, 1, 1), AvgPool2D
Hidden Layer (4, 4, 512)→ (1, 1, 512) LReLU, Conv2d(512, 4, 1, 0)
Output Layer (1, 1, 512)→ (1, 1, d×N × 2) LReLU, DS Layer(512, d×N×2, 1, 0)
Table 6: SMILE Semantic Manipulation Discriminator and Style Encoder network architecture. The difference be-
tween the two networks lie in the last layer, where DS Layer is a Convolution and Linear layer and d is the number of
dimensions equal to 1 and 64 for Discriminator and Style Encoder, respectively. As we consider each domain as the presence
or absence of each attribute, the number of outputs is scaled by 2. Note that as part of our method we weight the style
dimensions for Male/Female, so all the remaining are in a 4:1 ratio.
Layer Input→ Output Shape Layer Information
Shared Layers
(16)→ (512) Linear(dim out=512), ReLU
(512)→ (512) Linear(dim out=512), ReLU
(512)→ (512) Linear(dim out=512), ReLU
(512)→ (512) Linear(dim out=512), ReLU
Unshared Layers
(512)→ (512) Linear(dim out=512), ReLU
(512)→ (512) Linear(dim out=512), ReLU
(512)→ (512) Linear(dim out=512), ReLU
(512)→ (WS) Linear(dim out=WS)
Table 7: SMILE Semantic Manipulation Mapping network architecture. All attributes share the first part of the network,
and each attribute has independent branch of unshared layers. WS stands for the Weighted Style to each attribute. For
Male/Female we set 64, and 16 for other attributes. Not that presence and absence of each attribute have two independent
branches in the mapping network.
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Part Input→ Output Shape Layer Information
Mask Feature Extractor
(64, 64,Nmask)→ (64, 64, 256) EqualConv2d(dim out=32, kernel=3, stride=1, padding=1)
(64, 64, 256)→ (64, 64, 256) FusedLeakyReLU
(64, 64, 256)→ (32, 32, 256) Blur, EqualConv2d(256, 3, 2, 0), FusedLeakyReLU
(32, 32, 256)→ (16, 16, 256) Blur, EqualConv2d(256, 3, 2, 0), FusedLeakyReLU
(16, 16, 256)→ (8, 8, 512) Blur, EqualConv2d(512, 3, 2, 0), FusedLeakyReLU
Up-sampling
(8, 8, 512)→ (8, 8, 512) SAC(dim out=512, kernel=3, upsample=False)
(8, 8, 512)→ (8, 8, 512) Noise, FusedLeakyReLU
(8, 8, 512)→ (16, 16, 512) SAC(512, 3, True), Noise, FusedLeakyReLU
(16, 16, 512)→ (16, 16, 512) SAC(512, 3, False), Noise, FusedLeakyReLU
(16, 16, 512)→ (32, 32, 512) SAC(512, 3, True), Noise, FusedLeakyReLU
(32, 32, 512)→ (32, 32, 512) SAC(512, 3, False), Noise, FusedLeakyReLU
(32, 32, 512)→ (64, 64, 256) SAC(256, 3, True), Noise, FusedLeakyReLU
(64, 64, 256)→ (64, 64, 256) SAC(256, 3, False), Noise, FusedLeakyReLU
(64, 64, 256)→ (128, 128, 256) SAC(256, 3, True), Noise, FusedLeakyReLU
(128, 128, 128)→ (128, 128, 256) SAC(256, 3, False), Noise, FusedLeakyReLU
(128, 128, 256)→ (256, 256, 128) SAC*(256, 3, True), Noise, FusedLeakyReLU
(256, 256, 128)→ (256, 256, 128) SAC*(256, 3, False), Noise, FusedLeakyReLU
Output Layer (256, 256, 128)→ (256, 256, 3) SAC*(256, 3, False)
Table 8: SMILE Semantically-driven Image Synthesis Generator network architecture. We leverage on the Style-
GAN2 [18] architecture with minor yet significant modifications. We replace the modulated convolutions with our Seman-
tically Adaptive Convolutions (SACs) introduced in Equation 8. Additionally, for the last three layers (SACs*) we only
introduce the semantics in a SPADE fashion. EqualConv2d, Blur, Noise and FusedLeakyReLU are mirror layers from
StyleGAN [17]. For the most part of the coding, we heavily borrow from https://github.com/rosinality/
stylegan2-pytorch.
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Layer Input→ Output Shape Layer Information
Input Layer (256, 256, 3)→ (256, 256, 32) EqualConv2d(dim out=32, kernel=3, stride=1, padding=1), FusedLeakyReLU
Hidden Layer (256, 256, 32)→ (128, 128, 64) Blur, EqualConv2d(64, 3, 2, 0), FusedLeakyReLU
Hidden Layer (128, 128, 64)→ (64, 64, 128) Blur, EqualConv2d(128, 3, 2, 0), FusedLeakyReLU
Hidden Layer (64, 64, 128)→ (128, 128, 256) EqualConv2d(256, 3, 2, 0, upsample=True), Blur, FusedLeakyReLU
Hidden Layer (128, 128, 256)→ (64, 64,Nsyns ) Blur, EqualConv2d(512, 3, 2, 0), FusedLeakyReLU
Output Layer (64, 64,Nsyns )→ (Nmask,Nsyns ) Mask Average Pooling
Table 9: SMILE Semantically-driven Image Synthesis Style Encoder network architecture. Using the RGB and Seman-
tic Mask (Nmask : 19) as input, it outputs a per region style with dimentionality Nsyns : 64. EqualConv2D, FusedLeakyReLU
and Blur are layers borrowed from StyleGAN [17]. Mask Average Pooling combines the semantic information with the style
encoded features.
Layer Input→ Output Shape Layer Information
Input Layer (Nmask × Nsyns )→ (Nmask × Nsyns ) PixelNorm
(Nmask × Nsyns )→ (Nmask × Nsyns ) EqualLinear(dim out=(Nmask × Nsyns ))
(Nmask × Nsyns )→ (Nmask × Nsyns ) EqualLinear(dim out=(Nmask × Nsyns ))
(Nmask × Nsyns )→ (Nmask × Nsyns ) EqualLinear(dim out=(Nmask × Nsyns ))
(Nmask × Nsyns )→ (Nmask × Nsyns ) EqualLinear(dim out=(Nmask × Nsyns ))
(Nmask × Nsyns )→ (Nmask × Nsyns ) EqualLinear(dim out=(Nmask × Nsyns ))
(Nmask × Nsyns )→ (Nmask × Nsyns ) EqualLinear(dim out=(Nmask × Nsyns ))
(Nmask × Nsyns )→ (Nmask × Nsyns ) EqualLinear(dim out=(Nmask × Nsyns ))
(Nmask × Nsyns )→ (Nmask × Nsyns ) EqualLinear(dim out=(Nmask × Nsyns ))
Table 10: SMILE Semantically-driven Image Synthesis Mapping network architecture. The input is sampled from
a gaussian distribution, and the output is also known as the style distribution W. PixelNorm and EqualLinear are pixel
normalization and linearly normalized layers introduced in StyleGAN [17], respectively.
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Attribute Manipulation
CelebA-HQ [16] — Reference Synthesis
Pose↓ Attributes↑ Reconstruction↑ Perceptual
Pitch Roll Yaw AP F1 mIoU FID↓ LPIPS↑
Male 14.812 ± 22.972 1.735 ± 6.619 12.462 ± 24.730 0.916 ± 0.127 0.914 ± 0.143 0.990 ± 0.005 33.197 ± 0.000 0.275 ± 0.036
Female 12.600 ± 32.221 2.250 ± 8.427 12.983 ± 24.233 0.942 ± 0.103 0.939 ± 0.095 0.990 ± 0.004 16.408 ± 0.000 0.281 ± 0.030
Removing Eyeglasses 15.426 ± 30.238 2.036 ± 3.528 9.981 ± 23.557 0.908 ± 0.173 0.892 ± 0.179 0.987 ± 0.004 69.677 ± 0.000 0.059 ± 0.021
Adding Eyeglasses 17.774 ± 25.477 2.388 ± 7.971 9.269 ± 21.661 0.951 ± 0.074 0.922 ± 0.095 0.990 ± 0.004 37.946 ± 0.000 0.102 ± 0.025
Removing Hair 17.561 ± 36.659 2.167 ± 6.065 9.580 ± 22.614 0.927 ± 0.091 0.905 ± 0.090 0.989 ± 0.004 68.845 ± 0.000 0.095 ± 0.052
Adding Hair 12.212 ± 28.076 1.704 ± 2.898 9.933 ± 15.999 0.994 ± 0.009 0.990 ± 0.014 0.990 ± 0.003 110.764 ± 0.000 0.071 ± 0.018
Removing Bangs 8.608 ± 14.954 2.605 ± 9.193 10.471 ± 27.656 0.894 ± 0.173 0.892 ± 0.137 0.988 ± 0.005 33.784 ± 0.000 0.164 ± 0.047
Adding Bangs 10.000 ± 23.522 1.680 ± 5.321 7.913 ± 17.688 0.958 ± 0.065 0.941 ± 0.072 0.990 ± 0.004 25.799 ± 0.000 0.158 ± 0.045
Removing Earrings 6.767 ± 13.369 0.959 ± 1.799 6.655 ± 15.190 0.955 ± 0.073 0.940 ± 0.076 0.989 ± 0.004 52.971 ± 0.000 0.025 ± 0.011
Adding Earrings 12.059 ± 27.609 1.674 ± 5.348 7.656 ± 19.257 0.983 ± 0.028 0.965 ± 0.036 0.990 ± 0.004 35.760 ± 0.000 0.036 ± 0.018
Removing Hat 17.459 ± 30.457 2.531 ± 3.671 8.516 ± 15.985 0.962 ± 0.086 0.952 ± 0.107 0.983 ± 0.008 67.065 ± 0.000 0.087 ± 0.030
Adding Hat 13.427 ± 27.384 1.646 ± 6.487 7.848 ± 17.526 0.910 ± 0.147 0.881 ± 0.166 0.990 ± 0.004 50.865 ± 0.000 0.194 ± 0.042
Table 11: Additional quantitative results for semantic manipulation using exemplar images.
Attribute Manipulation
CelebA-HQ [16] — Latent Synthesis
Pose↓ Attributes↑ Reconstruction↑ Perceptual
Pitch Roll Yaw AP F1 mIoU FID↓ LPIPS↑
Male 13.590 ± 22.054 2.072 ± 9.391 13.673 ± 30.232 0.958 ± 0.094 0.942 ± 0.130 0.990 ± 0.005 40.799 ± 0.000 0.418 ± 0.026
Female 11.955 ± 29.208 2.350 ± 9.625 10.281 ± 31.014 0.946 ± 0.116 0.947 ± 0.105 0.990 ± 0.004 22.844 ± 0.000 0.424 ± 0.030
Removing Eyeglasses 22.192 ± 45.327 3.591 ± 8.847 11.065 ± 26.139 0.913 ± 0.167 0.924 ± 0.140 0.987 ± 0.004 45.112 ± 0.000 0.393 ± 0.031
Adding Eyeglasses 21.041 ± 29.497 3.287 ± 9.143 11.461 ± 26.072 0.969 ± 0.055 0.939 ± 0.078 0.990 ± 0.004 42.884 ± 0.000 0.410 ± 0.030
Removing Hair 19.733 ± 33.123 3.052 ± 8.357 11.608 ± 28.834 0.959 ± 0.043 0.929 ± 0.057 0.989 ± 0.004 74.794 ± 0.000 0.388 ± 0.032
Adding Hair 17.214 ± 29.187 2.467 ± 5.099 13.014 ± 46.367 1.000 ± 0.000 1.000 ± 0.000 0.989 ± 0.003 72.738 ± 0.000 0.392 ± 0.026
Removing Bangs 11.708 ± 27.843 2.995 ± 11.400 12.537 ± 33.663 0.985 ± 0.029 0.965 ± 0.054 0.988 ± 0.005 29.660 ± 0.000 0.381 ± 0.033
Adding Bangs 10.996 ± 21.612 2.121 ± 5.462 9.060 ± 22.742 0.981 ± 0.030 0.960 ± 0.046 0.990 ± 0.004 27.725 ± 0.000 0.398 ± 0.031
Removing Earrings 8.376 ± 14.259 1.336 ± 2.549 8.695 ± 28.302 0.989 ± 0.026 0.976 ± 0.050 0.989 ± 0.004 39.078 ± 0.000 0.371 ± 0.033
Adding Earrings 13.158 ± 25.004 2.221 ± 6.837 9.153 ± 23.328 0.997 ± 0.003 0.987 ± 0.010 0.990 ± 0.004 32.287 ± 0.000 0.376 ± 0.032
Removing Hat 15.321 ± 22.200 3.623 ± 5.605 15.344 ± 29.127 0.904 ± 0.188 0.891 ± 0.182 0.983 ± 0.008 49.037 ± 0.000 0.394 ± 0.028
Adding Hat 15.697 ± 25.855 1.949 ± 5.856 9.540 ± 21.746 0.926 ± 0.125 0.896 ± 0.146 0.990 ± 0.004 40.860 ± 0.000 0.442 ± 0.031
Table 12: Additional quantitative results for semantic manipulation using latent synthesis.
(a) Reconstruction
(b) Latent Synthesis (c) Reference Synthesis
Figure 6: Qualitative Results for Male manipulation only. (a) Reconstruction results. First and second row are input
and reference images, respectively. Third and fourth rows are forward and reconstruction outputs, respectively. (b) Latent
synthesis generation for both semantic and rgb outputs. First row represents input images. (c) reference image synthesis for
both semantic and rgb space.
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(a) Reconstruction
(b) Latent Synthesis (c) Reference Synthesis
Figure 7: Qualitative Results for Female manipulation only. (a) Reconstruction results. First and second row are input
and reference images, respectively. Third and fourth rows are forward and reconstruction outputs, respectively. (b) Latent
synthesis generation for both semantic and rgb outputs. First row represents input images. (c) reference image synthesis for
both semantic and rgb space.
(a) Reconstruction
(b) Latent Synthesis (c) Reference Synthesis
Figure 8: Qualitative Results for Eyeglasses manipulation only. (a) Reconstruction results. First and second row are input
and reference images, respectively. Third and fourth rows are forward and reconstruction outputs, respectively. (b) Latent
synthesis generation for both semantic and rgb outputs. First row represents input images. (c) reference image synthesis for
both semantic and rgb space.
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(a) Reconstruction
(b) Latent Synthesis (c) Reference Synthesis
Figure 9: Qualitative Results for Bangs manipulation only. (a) Reconstruction results. First and second row are input
and reference images, respectively. Third and fourth rows are forward and reconstruction outputs, respectively. (b) Latent
synthesis generation for both semantic and rgb outputs. First row represents input images. (c) reference image synthesis for
both semantic and rgb space.
(a) Reconstruction
(b) Latent Synthesis (c) Reference Synthesis
Figure 10: Qualitative Results for Hat manipulation only. (a) Reconstruction results. First and second row are input
and reference images, respectively. Third and fourth rows are forward and reconstruction outputs, respectively. (b) Latent
synthesis generation for both semantic and rgb outputs. First row represents input images. (c) reference image synthesis for
both semantic and rgb space.
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(a) Reconstruction
(b) Latent Synthesis (c) Reference Synthesis
Figure 11: Qualitative Results for Hair manipulation only. (a) Reconstruction results. First and second row are input
and reference images, respectively. Third and fourth rows are forward and reconstruction outputs, respectively. (b) Latent
synthesis generation for both semantic and rgb outputs. First row represents input images. (c) reference image synthesis for
both semantic and rgb space.
(a) Reconstruction
(b) Latent Synthesis (c) Reference Synthesis
Figure 12: Qualitative Results for Earrings manipulation only. (a) Reconstruction results. First and second row are input
and reference images, respectively. Third and fourth rows are forward and reconstruction outputs, respectively. (b) Latent
synthesis generation for both semantic and rgb outputs. First row represents input images. (c) reference image synthesis for
both semantic and rgb space.
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Figure 13: Precision vs Recall curves for each semantic manipulation for latent styles (left) and reference styles (right).
We study how the prediction of the remaining attributes is affected independently. Please zoom in for better details. Note
that NaN in the legend of the images means the there were no images in the test set for the particular manipulation, e.g. Male
manipulation starts from the Female Test set and transform them to Male, so no Male in the entire set, and hence NaN in the
score.
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Figure 14: Precision vs Recall curves for each semantic manipulation for latent styles (left) and reference styles (right).
We study how the prediction of the remaining attributes is affected independently. Please zoom in for better details. Note
that NaN in the legend of the images means the there were no images in the test set for the particular manipulation, e.g. Much
Hair (opposite of bald label) manipulation starts from the Bald label in the Test set and transform them to not Bald, and as
only Males with no Earrings and no Hats have bald label in the CelebA-HQ dataset, hence NaN score for Female, Earrings
and Hat.
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Figure 15: Face Reenactment Qualitative Results. By only manipulation the semantic space and keeping the RGB infor-
mation of the input, we can puppeteer the input with respect to a reference image. Zoom in for better details.
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FFHQ [17]
Mask Size FID↓ Diversity↑
4 13.40 0.42 ± 0.04
8 12.10 0.41 ± 0.04
16 12.56 0.42 ± 0.04
32 15.12 0.42 ± 0.04
Table 13: Quantitative assessment for the size of the
mask during image synthesis.
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